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Барвник індиго, отриманий з листяних рослин роду індиго (китайською 

«лань»), відомий синім кольором. Про це свідчить китайська ідіома: «Синій отри-

мують з рослин індиго, але він блакитніший за саму рослину». Цей барвник по-

чали застосовувати на початку періоду Вей і Цзінь-династій. Перша згадка про 

індиго зустрічається в «Книзі пісень». Тут у розділі «Пісні царства Чжоу і країн, що 

лежать на південь від нього» сказано: «Я провела весь ранок, збираючи індиго. 

Я не набрала його стільки, щоб наповнити поділ своєї спідниці». В «Записах про 

обряди» йдеться, що «у другому місяці забороняється збір індиго для фарбу-

вання, тому що час збору не настав» [3, с. 111]. Найчастіше для отримання бар-

вника індиго використовували такі види рослин як стробілянт, індігофера краси-

льна і вайда красильна. Хімічний аналіз барвників тканин з Ноін-Ули, Ільмової 

паді, Здзін-Гола, Пальміри і Мавандуй підтверджує широке вживання індиго в час 

династії Хань [1, с. 3].  

Усі описані способи не вичерпують набір методів нанесення малюнків на 

шовкову тканину на Далекому Сході. Шовк відкрив широкі можливості як для вдо-

сконалювання технології виробництва, так і для художньої творчості, а деякі 

прийоми використовуються і до цього часу в різних країнах світу.  
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A crime can be committed as one, so simultaneously and by a few persons. 

Most articles of Special part of the Criminal code of Ukraine (farther is CC) foresee 

criminal responsibility for crimes committed individually. For this reason at the commis-

sion of crime by joint efforts a few persons (in participation) legal opinion of committed 

up to a point is complicated, as requires qualification of act each of accessories in such 

crime. 

In accordance with Article 26 CC criminal participation are intentional common 

participating of a few subjects of crime in the commission of intentional crime. Accord-

ing to Part 1 Article 27 CC accessories in a crime, next to a performer, are an organ-

izer, instigator and accessory. 

1. In accordance with Parts 1 and 2 Article 29 CC a performer (accessory) is 

subject to criminal responsibility after the article of Special part of CC, that foresees a 

committed by him crime; an organizer, instigator and accessory, is subject to criminal 

responsibility after corresponding part of Article 27 and by the that article (by part of 

the article) of Special part of CC, that foresees a crime committed a performer. Thus 

the act of performer of crime (i.e. person that in participation with other subjects of 

crime directly or by the use of other persons, that under the law not subject to criminal 
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responsibility for committed, committed crime, foreseen CC) is characterized only after 

the article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC. The acts of other accessories 

(organizer, instigator and accessory) are characterized after corresponding parts of 

Article 27 CC that regulate the act of such accessories, and by the article (by part of 

the article) of Special part of CC, that foresees a together committed crime. 

It should be noted that cases take place in inquisitional-judicial practice, when 

one accessory carries out a few roles in the general commission of crime (for example, 

role of instigator and accessory; instigator and performer). First, that it is necessary to 

find out the act of such accessory during qualification – to set it which one roles he 

carried out, i.e. to find out the type of participation (Article 27 CC), and secondly, to 

recreate it in the formula of qualification (to carry out reference to digital denotation 

(the number) of the article (of part (of point) of the article) of Special part of CC, and 

sometimes and General part of CC that foresee committed a person act, on such rules: 

а) if the partner of general commission of crime carried out a few roles and in-

cluding role of performer (accessory) – qualification of its act must come true only after 

the article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC. At the same time, all roles 

accomplished by such partner of general commission of crime register in an explain 

part of corresponding judicial documents and taken into account at awarding punish-

ment to it; 

b) if accessory at the commission of crime carried out a few roles that behave 

to so-called «other types of accessories» (for example, role of instigator and acces-

sory), then in the formula of qualification each is recreated of these roles. Qualification 

of acts of such accessory comes true after corresponding parts of Article 27 CC that 

regulate the roles of certain types of accessories, and by the article (by part of the 

article) of Special part of CC that foresees responsibility for a together committed 

crime [1]. 

2. At the commission of crime in participation it is necessary also to find out the 

form of participation (i.e. method of cooperation of accessories, that shows, how inten-

tional acts two or more subjects unite in one crime), as it, in most cases, has a funda-

mental value for qualification of such act [2]. In accordance with Article 28 CC a crime 

in participation can be committed: а) by the group of persons (without a previous plot); 

by the b) group of persons on a previous concert; c) by the organized group; d) by 

criminal organization. 

A crime confesses such that is committed the group of persons, if in it a few (two 

or anymore) performers participated without a previous plan between them (P. 1 Arti-

cle 28 CC). At the commission of crime characterized the group of persons (simple 

participation) of act of every accessories after the corresponding article (by part of the 

article) of Special part of CC. Thus, if the indicated form of participation is foreseen as 

a characterizing sign of certain corpus delict, then the acts of accessories are charac-

terized after corresponding part of the article of Special part of CC that foresees such 

characterizing sign. It should be noted that if the indicated form of participation is not 

neither basic nor characterizing sign of certain corpus delict, then in accordance with 

P. 2 Part 1 Article 67 CC of commission of crime without a previous plan is not taken 

into account the group of persons, as a circumstance that burdens punishment. 

A crime confesses committed on a previous agreement the group of persons, if 

it was together accomplished by a few persons (two or anymore) that in good time, i.e. 

to beginning of crime, arranged about is general commission (P. 2 Article 28 CC). A 

crime admits committed the organized group, if a few persons (three and anymore), 

that preliminary co-organize in a proof association for this commission and other (ad-

ditional) the crimes, incorporated by an only plan with distribution of functions of the 

participants of group, sent to the achievement of this plan well-known to all participants 

of group (P. 3 Article 28 CC), participated in its preparation or commission. At the com-

mission of crime by the group of persons on a previous concert or qualifications are 

subject the organized group of act of accessories after the article (by part of the article) 

of Special part of CC, that foresees responsibility for a crime committed in the corre-

sponding form of participation, in case if it is foreseen as an obligatory or characterizing 

sign of such corpus delict. Thus during qualification of act of certain accessory it is 

necessary to take a that role that he executed in a general crime into account, and, in 

case of necessity, also to refer to corresponding part of Article 27 CC, that foresees 

the act of such accessory.  

If the indicated forms of participation are not neither basic nor characterizing 

signs of certain corpus delict, then in accordance with P. 2 Part 1 Article 67 CC of com-

mission of crime by the group of persons on a previous agreement or admits the orga-

nized group by a circumstance that burdens punishment [3]. 

A crime admits committed criminal organization, if it is accomplished by the 

proof hierarchical association of a few persons (five and anymore), members of that or 

structural parts of that on a previous agreement co-organized for joint activity with the 
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nized group by a circumstance that burdens punishment [3]. 

A crime admits committed criminal organization, if it is accomplished by the 

proof hierarchical association of a few persons (five and anymore), members of that or 

structural parts of that on a previous agreement co-organized for joint activity with the 
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aim of direct commission of serious or especially heavy crimes by the participants of 

this organization, or guidance or co-ordination of criminal activity of other persons, or 

providing of functioning of both criminal organization and other criminal groups (P. 4 

Article 28 CC). During qualification of acts of organizer and participants of criminal or-

ganization it is necessary to follow such rules: 

а) creation of criminal organization and participating in it form the independent 

corpus delict foreseen to the Article 255 CC. In addition, in the articles of Special part 

of CC the special types of criminal organizations are regulated for creation or partici-

pating criminal responsibility (for example, band (Article 257), terrorist group or organ-

ization (Article 258-3) and others like that) is foreseen in that. Thus, the acts of organ-

izer and participants of criminal organization are subject to qualification after the article 

of Special part of CC that foresees responsibility for creation or participating in the 

certain type of criminal organization; 
b) organizer of criminal organization is subject to criminal responsibility for all 

crimes committed such organization, if they were embraced by his intention. The par-

ticipants of criminal organization are subject to criminal responsibility for crimes, in 

preparation or commission of that they participated. In this connection, the acts of or-

ganizer and participants of the organized group are also subject to qualification and 

after the articles (by parts of the articles) of Special part of CC, that foresee responsi-

bility for crimes that was accomplished by such organization. Thus, in the formula of 

qualification, in case of necessity, it is necessary to mark corresponding part of Arti-

cle 27 CC that foresees the act of certain accessory – organizer, instigator or acces-

sory. 

It should be noted that in accordance with P. 2 Part 1 Article 67 CC of commis-

sion of crime does not admit criminal organization by a circumstance that burdens 

punishment, as at that rate, if corresponding criminal organization accomplished one 

or a few crimes, awarded punishment on the special rules – after totality of crimes. 

3. By general rule of limit of responsibility of accessories determined by the lim-

its of act of performer, for this reason at the commission of to them unfinished crime 

(preparation is to the crime or encroaching upon a crime) other accessories is subject 

to criminal responsibility for participation in an unfinished crime. At that rate the acts of 

accessories are characterized after corresponding part of Article 27, that foresees de-

scription of act of certain accessory, P. 1 Article 14 or P. 2 or 3 Article 15 CC, that 

foresee the type of unfinished crime (preparation to the crime, complete or unfinished 

encroaching upon a crime) and by the corresponding article (by part of the article) of 

Special part of CC, that foresees responsibility for a complete crime. 

4. According to p. 3 Article 29 CC of sign, that characterize the person of sepa-

rate accessory in a crime, belong in guilt only to this accessory. The brought statutory 

provision over testifies that signs that characterize the person of certain accessory and 

influence on qualification of crime are subject to the relation in guilt only this accessory, 

regardless of that or other accessories knew about the presence of such signs. For 

example, if a performer committed crime repeatedly, and other accessory (organizer, 

instigator or accessory) commit crime first, then the sign of repeated of commission of 

crime is taken into account during qualification only of act of performer. 

5. Identical reasons (internal motives that is followed by a subject at the com-

mission of crime) and whole (conceivable result a subject aspires to that, committing 

crime) acts of accessories, if they are marked in disposition of the corresponding article 

as to the duty or characterizing signs of certain corpus delict, are the necessary con-

dition of qualification of their acts after the same article (by part of the article) of Special 

part of CC. 

At the same time there are possible cases in inquisitional-judicial practice, when 

accessories at the commission of general crime follow different reasons and (or) pur-

sue different aims. Consider that at that rate during qualification it follows to go out 

from that depending on the legislative fixing of signs of subjective side of certain corpus 

delict reason and aim can carry out a different role, namely to come forward as signs: 

а) to the duty (basic), b) characterizing, c) privileged, d) such that soften or burden 

punishment. 

If reason or aim are the obligatory signs of corpus delict, then their absence in 

the act of accessory eliminates criminal responsibility for committed in connection with 

disparity of signs of actual publicly dangerous act to the signs of corpus delict foreseen 

by the corresponding article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC. If reason or 

aim are the characterizing signs of certain corpus delict, then their absence in the act 

of accessory does not eliminate criminal responsibility, and only pulls qualification com-

mitted after other article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC. In case if reason 

or aim is foreseen neither mainly, nor in the privileged nor in skilled compositions of 

crimes, then reason and aim are taken into account at awarding punishment as cir-

cumstances that soften or burden punishment, or such that characterize a person 

guilty. 
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The resulted grounds to set the rules of taking into account of reasons and aims 

of act each of accessories during qualification of committed crime: 

1) reasons that was followed by a performer, and aims that he pursued influence 

on qualification of acts of other accessories only subject to condition, if : а) they are 

the obligatory or characterizing signs of corpus delict; b) accessories followed them or 

pursued them; c) accessories did not follow them though, but realized their presence. 

The marked approach answers P. 3 Article 29 CC, according to that circumstances, 

that burden responsibility and foreseen in the articles of Special part of CC as signs of 

crime, that influence on qualification of actions of performer, belong in guilt only to 

accessory that realized these circumstances. Thus, even, if accessory participated in 

a general crime, following other reasons (pursuing other aim) that does not influence 

on qualification, then at realization to them of the above-mentioned signs, his action it 

is necessary to characterize after the that article (by part of the article) of Special part 

of CC, that foresees a crime committed a performer; 

2) reasons and aim, that is followed by so-called «other accessory» (organizer, 

instigator, accessory), carrying out the criminal role, belong in guilt and taken into ac-

count during qualification of his act or at awarding punishment. Thus they can have a 

double value: 

а) if they are the obligatory or characterizing signs of corpus delict committed in 

participation, it determines qualification of acts of such accessories after the corre-

sponding article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC; 

b) if aims and reasons that is followed by so-called «other accessories» are not 

neither obligatory nor characterizing signs of corpus delict, i.e. does not influence on 

qualification committed a performer, then they are taken into account at awarding pun-

ishment only to that accessory, that follows them, or pursues, as circumstances that 

soften or burden punishment, or as given, that characterize the person of such acces-

sory. 

6. The debatable is remained by a question about qualification of acts of acces-

sories, if at a plot on the common commission of crime the obligatory or characterizing 

signs of his composition were not specified. For example, how to characterize the act 

of instigator that predisposed a performer to murder, not specifying the method of his 

commission, and a performer accomplished murder with the special cruelty or method 

dangerous for life of many persons? 

In our view, the decision of this question depends on the specification of signs 

of corpus delict a plot took place on the commission of that accessories. So, if between 

accessories an agreement took place about the commission of certain crime (for ex-

ample, murders, thefts, shakedowns), and a performer accomplished this crime at 

presence of characterizing (aggravating) signs (for example, special cruelty; violence 

dangerous for life and health of person), then to characterize the act of accessories 

taking into account this sign, it is possible only subject to condition, if they: а) before-

hand knew about the presence of such sign (in particular, realized beforehand, that 

negotiate about murder of woman that is in the state of pregnancy) a plot took place 

exactly on the commission of this crime, or b) on the circumstances of business real-

ized possibility of presence of such sign and assumed the commission of such crime 

(for example, predisposing a performer to murder, an instigator assumed possibility of 

the use of different methods of murder a performer, including dangerous for life of many 

persons). The brought suggestions over of qualification answer the binding overs of 

P. 3 Article 29 CC, in accordance with what circumstance, that burden responsibility 

and foreseen in the articles of Special part of CC as signs of crime, that influence on 

qualification of act of performer, belong in guilt only to accessory that realized their 

presence. 
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The resulted grounds to set the rules of taking into account of reasons and aims 

of act each of accessories during qualification of committed crime: 

1) reasons that was followed by a performer, and aims that he pursued influence 

on qualification of acts of other accessories only subject to condition, if : а) they are 

the obligatory or characterizing signs of corpus delict; b) accessories followed them or 

pursued them; c) accessories did not follow them though, but realized their presence. 

The marked approach answers P. 3 Article 29 CC, according to that circumstances, 

that burden responsibility and foreseen in the articles of Special part of CC as signs of 

crime, that influence on qualification of actions of performer, belong in guilt only to 

accessory that realized these circumstances. Thus, even, if accessory participated in 

a general crime, following other reasons (pursuing other aim) that does not influence 

on qualification, then at realization to them of the above-mentioned signs, his action it 

is necessary to characterize after the that article (by part of the article) of Special part 

of CC, that foresees a crime committed a performer; 

2) reasons and aim, that is followed by so-called «other accessory» (organizer, 

instigator, accessory), carrying out the criminal role, belong in guilt and taken into ac-

count during qualification of his act or at awarding punishment. Thus they can have a 

double value: 

а) if they are the obligatory or characterizing signs of corpus delict committed in 

participation, it determines qualification of acts of such accessories after the corre-

sponding article (by part of the article) of Special part of CC; 

b) if aims and reasons that is followed by so-called «other accessories» are not 

neither obligatory nor characterizing signs of corpus delict, i.e. does not influence on 

qualification committed a performer, then they are taken into account at awarding pun-

ishment only to that accessory, that follows them, or pursues, as circumstances that 

soften or burden punishment, or as given, that characterize the person of such acces-

sory. 

6. The debatable is remained by a question about qualification of acts of acces-

sories, if at a plot on the common commission of crime the obligatory or characterizing 

signs of his composition were not specified. For example, how to characterize the act 

of instigator that predisposed a performer to murder, not specifying the method of his 

commission, and a performer accomplished murder with the special cruelty or method 

dangerous for life of many persons? 

In our view, the decision of this question depends on the specification of signs 

of corpus delict a plot took place on the commission of that accessories. So, if between 

accessories an agreement took place about the commission of certain crime (for ex-

ample, murders, thefts, shakedowns), and a performer accomplished this crime at 

presence of characterizing (aggravating) signs (for example, special cruelty; violence 

dangerous for life and health of person), then to characterize the act of accessories 

taking into account this sign, it is possible only subject to condition, if they: а) before-

hand knew about the presence of such sign (in particular, realized beforehand, that 

negotiate about murder of woman that is in the state of pregnancy) a plot took place 

exactly on the commission of this crime, or b) on the circumstances of business real-

ized possibility of presence of such sign and assumed the commission of such crime 

(for example, predisposing a performer to murder, an instigator assumed possibility of 

the use of different methods of murder a performer, including dangerous for life of many 

persons). The brought suggestions over of qualification answer the binding overs of 

P. 3 Article 29 CC, in accordance with what circumstance, that burden responsibility 

and foreseen in the articles of Special part of CC as signs of crime, that influence on 

qualification of act of performer, belong in guilt only to accessory that realized their 

presence. 
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